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Only advertise on trusted publisher websites!

A large media company recently published an exposé on fake news websites and advertisers that mistakenly landed up
advertising on these platforms. Spark Media's solution to online advertisers is practical while offering solutions and
ideas to help brands be safe and stay safe.

“While fake news is a global problem and very difficult to identify and avoid, we
want to offer practical, safe and efficient solutions to our clients,” says Marc du
Plessis, Joint CEO of Spark Media. “When buying programmatically, one simple
step is to make use of whitelisted, trusted, known publisher market places and
websites.”

Programmatic advertising buying is certainly the most scalable and efficient way
to buy media in today’s world, but it does come with certain risks when buying in
the open market. Spark Media has access to an array of inventory on over 100
credible SA publisher websites. These websites vary in genre from breaking
news, community news, national news as well as a variety of lifestyle categories.

Companies that inadvertently advertise on fake news type of sites automatically
associate themselves with the content and ethos of the site, which can be
extremely harmful and detrimental to a brand. Many of these sites exist only by
publishing inflammatory content including racism, hate speech, sexism and
general intolerance.

It seems that, through GDN (Google Display Network) and the buying of
programmatic advertising it certainly is possible for brands to land up on
unintended sites. Advertisers are encouraged to use the services of companies like Spark Media that offer managed
solutions which allows for the buying of trusted and reputable online ad inventory.

“We offer advertisers a trusted space,” concludes du Plessis. “When that is layered with the power of data, we are talking
about unprecedented advertising effectiveness. Our data management platform evaluates key website audiences across the
100+ credible publisher sites to which we have access.

Don’t support fake news sites, even by accident!”

For more on Spark Media, visit our website and follow us on social media @sparkmediasa.

Spark Media

Established in 2015, Spark Media, a division of CTP Ltd, are experts in retail
and location based marketing solutions. The company owns and represents a
myriad of print and digital products that deliver locally relevant, effective
audiences for advertising clients. Spark Media are Strategic Partners in
Audience Research and Knowledge and offer ‘Insights that Ignite’.
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Q3 Audit Bureau of Circulations Analysis (ABC/VFD) 22 Nov 2022

Spark Media

Spark Media, a division of Caxton & CTP Publishers and Printers Ltd, is South Africa’s largest print and digital
media solutions sales company. It represents Caxton’s 115 local newspapers and 58 local websites, providing
location-targeted content for brands and ad agencies at scale in 120 economically-active communities. It also
produces ROOTS, SA’s leading urban, community-level quantitative survey that provides unequalled
demographic and behavioural information on local consumers.
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